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Classic Teak 4-Seater Square Dining Table HL-CLSC-TK-4SQDT
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Description

The Classic Teak Dining Table by Harmonia Living features a gorgeous natural appeal that will make a
statement in your outdoor space. The entire table is constructed from reclaimed teak, giving it an eco-
friendly, sustainable aspect with a slatted top with boxed, sturdy legs. Reclaimed teak has a more organic
look and texture than newly harvested teak.

Includes
1x Classic Teak 4-Seater Square Dining Table HL-CLSC-TK-4SQDT

Dimensions
Classic Teak 4-Seater Square Dining Table: 43L x 43W x 30H (60 lbs.)

Frame Height: 30
Under Table Height: 26.75

Features
Made from sustainable certified V legal, Grade A teak is harvested responsibly. Grade A teak is from
mature trees that features grain that is more even, and color that is more consistent than lesser grades
of teak.
Teak is dense hardwood that is naturally oily which offers benefits over other natural woods including
resistance to light, heat, moisture and pest damage.
New teak wood furniture will have a warm golden hue that patinas to a silvery grey over time. Letting
the teak patina will not compromise the integrity of the wood, however, to keep the golden color, clean
the teak furniture about once a year and apply a thin layer of teak oil.
Pre-cut umbrella hole fits umbrellas with a pole diameter up to 1.5" and includes a brass plated
umbrella hole cover.
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Plastic foot glides help to protect your patio from scratching and also to help keep the furniture
protected from dirt or water that can accumulate on the patio.
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Classic Teak 8-Seater Square Dining Table HL-CLSC-TK-8SQDT
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Description

The Classic Teak Dining Table by Harmonia Living features a gorgeous natural appeal that will make a
statement in your outdoor space. The entire table is constructed from reclaimed teak, giving it an eco-
friendly, sustainable aspect with a slatted top with boxed, sturdy legs. Reclaimed teak has a more organic
look and texture than newly harvested teak.

Includes
1x Classic Teak 8-Seater Square Dining Table HL-CLSC-TK-8SQDT

Dimensions
Classic Teak 8-Seater Square Dining Table: 60L x 60W x 30H (125 lbs.)

Frame Height: 30
Under Table Height: 26.75

Features
Made from sustainable certified V legal, Grade A teak is harvested responsibly. Grade A teak is from
mature trees that features grain that is more even, and color that is more consistent than lesser grades
of teak.
Teak is dense hardwood that is naturally oily which offers benefits over other natural woods including
resistance to light, heat, moisture and pest damage.
New teak wood furniture will have a warm golden hue that patinas to a silvery grey over time. Letting
the teak patina will not compromise the integrity of the wood, however, to keep the golden color, clean
the teak furniture about once a year and apply a thin layer of teak oil.
Pre-cut umbrella hole fits umbrellas with a pole diameter up to 1.5" and includes a brass plated
umbrella hole cover.
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Plastic foot glides help to protect your patio from scratching and also to help keep the furniture
protected from dirt or water that can accumulate on the patio.


